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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
1~ The EEC-Austria Joint Committee -Community transit - has adopted the 
following : 
- Recommendation No 1/80 of 18 September 1980 on the amendment, following 
the accession of Greece, of the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Republic of Austria on the simplification of formalities 
. 
in respect of goods traded between the European Economic Community on the 
one hand and Greece and Turkey on the other when the said goods are 
forwarded from Austria1; 
- Decision No 1/80 of 18 September 1980 introducing the Greek-language 
version of the Agreement between the European Economic Community and the 
Republic of Austria on the application of the rules on Community 
transit 2 and making the technical adjustments to this Agreement rendered 
necessary by the accession of Greece; 
- Decision No 2/80 of 18 September 1980 providing, in particular, for the 
possibility of producing and completing Community transit documents by 
modern methods of reproduction and extending to carriage by means of 
large containers the simplification at present accorded to goods sent by 
rail; 
- Decision No /80 of 24 November 1980 introducing an additional protocol 
on the special arrangements for applying the Agreement rendered necessary 
by the accession of Greece~ 
2~ The draft Decisions and Recommendation have already been examined in the 
Council with a view to adopting a common position (see DoeR 8505/80 AELE 
A 33, Doe~ 8504/80 AELE A 32 CH 18, DoeR 8503/80 AELE A 31 CH 17 and DoeR 
10299/80 AELE A 47)R No change as to substance has been made to the texts 
as previously transmitted to the CouncilR 
3~ The Regulation which it is proposed the Council adopt is designed to render 
applicable in the Community the aforementioned Recommendation and Decisions 
of the Joint Committee~ 
Council Regulation (EEC) 
on the conclusion of the Agreement in the form of an exchange of 
Letters relating to the amendment of the Agreement between 
the European Economic Community and the Republic of Austria 
on the simplification of formalities in respect of goods traded 
between the European Economic Community on the one hand and 
Greece and Turkey on the other hand when the said goods are forwarded 
from Austria and on the application in the Community of Decisions 
No 1/80, N° 2/80 and N° 3/80 of the EEC-Austria Joint Committee 
- Community transit - amending the Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Republic of Austria on the application of the 
rules on Community transit and its Appendices~ 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 113 thereof ; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission , 
Whereas it is necessary to approve the Agreement in the form of an exchange 
of Letters relating to the amendment of the Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Republic of Austria on the simplification of 
formalities in respect of goods traded between the European Economic 
Community on the one hand and Greece and Turkey on the other hand when the 
said goods are forwarded from Austria (1) ; whereas the proposed amendment 
is the subject of Recommendation N° 1/80 of the EEC-Austria Joint Committee 
- community transit ; whereas that Recommendation provides that the 
amendments rendered necessary by the accession of Greece to the European 
Communities should be made to the Agreement ; 
- 2 -
Whereas, moreover, Article 16 of the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Republic of Austria on the application of the rules on 
Community transit (1), signed on 30 November 1972, empowers the Joint 
Committee set up under that Agreement to adopt by means of Decisions, 
certain amendments to the said Agreement and its Appendices ; 
Whereas t~e Joint Committee has decided to amend the Agreement of 
30 November 1972 and its Appendices in order, in particular, to take 
account of the technical adjustments to the rules on Community transit 
following the accession of Greece and in order that the text in the Greek 
language of the Agreement may be equally authentic ; 
Whereas, moreover, the Joint Committee has decided, in particular, to make 
provision for the possibility of producing and completing Community transit 
documents by modern methods of reproduction and, at the same time, to extend 
to carriage by means of large containers the simplification at present 
accorded to goods sent by rail ; 
Whereas the Joint Committee has, moreover, laid down special provisions 
which make it possible, as Long as custo~s duties and other charges have 
not been eliminated in intra-Community trade, to distinguish goods according 
to whether they have acquired Community status in the Community as constitu-
ted before the accession of Greece or in Greece ; 
Whereas the said amendments are, respectively, the subject of Decisions 
N° 1/80 and N° 2/80 of 18 september 1980 and Decision No 3/80 of 24 
·November 1980 of the Joint Committee; whereas it is necessary to adopt 
;mplementing measures in respect of the said Decisions; 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
- 3 -
Article 1 
The Agreement in the form of an exchange of letters relating to the amendment 
of the Agreement between the European Economic Community and the Republic 
of Austria on the simplification of formalities in respect of goods traded 
between the European Economic Community on the one hand and Greece and 
Turkey on the other hand when the said goods are forwarded from Austria 
is hereby approved on behalf of the Community" 
The text of the Agreement is set out in Annex 1 to this Regulation" 
Article 2 
The President of the Council is hereby authorized to designate the person 
empowered to sign the Agreement in order to bind the Community" 
Article 3 
Decisions N° 1/80, N° 2/80 and N° 3/80 of the EEC-Austria Joint Committee 
- Community transit - amending the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Republic of Austria on the application of the rules on 
Community transit and its Appendices shall apply in the Community" 
The text of the Decisions is set out in Annex 2 to this Regulation" 
Article 4 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day following that of its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities" 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States" 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council 
The President" 
ANNEX 1 
AGREEMENT 
in the form of an exchange of Letters relating to the amendment of the 
Agreement between the European Economic Community and the Republic of 
Austria on the simplification of formalities in respect of goods traded 
between the European Economic Community on the one hand and Greece and 
Turkey on the other hand when the said goods are forwarded from Austria~ 
Brussels, 
Your Excellency, 
The EEC-Austria Joint Committee - Community transit - has proposed, in its 
Recommendation N° 1/80 of 18 September 1980, certain amendments to the 
Agreement between the European Economic Community and the Republic of 
Austria on the simplification of formalities in respect of goods traded 
between the European Economic Community on the one hand and Greece and 
Turkey on the other hand when the said goods are forwarded from Austria~ 
The amended Agreement is set out in the appendix attached hereto~ 
I have the honour to confirm that the Community is in agreement with these 
amendments and I would propose that they enter into force on 1 January 1981~ 
I should be grateful if you would confirm that the Republic of Austria is 
in agreement with these amendments and with the date proposed for their 
entry into forceR 
Please accept, your Excellency, the assurance of my highest considerationR 
For the Council of the 
European Communities~ 
- 2 -
Brussels, 
Sir, 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today's date, 
which reads as follows : 
"The EEC-Austria Joint Committee - Community transit - has proposed, in 
its Recommendation N° 1/80 of 18 September 1980, certain amendments to 
the Agreement between the European Economic Community and the Republic 
of Austria on the simplification of formalities in respect of goods 
traded between the European Economic Community on the one hand and 
Greece and Turkey on the other hand when the said goods are forwarded 
from AustriaR The amended Agreement is set out in the appendix attached 
heretoR I have the honour to confirm that the Community is in agreement 
with these amendments and I would propose that they enter into force on 
1 January 1981R I should be grateful if you would confirm that the 
Republic of Austria is in agreement with these amendments and with the 
date proposed for their entry into forceR" 
I have the honour to confirm that the Republic of Austria is in agreement 
with the contents of your letter and with the date proposed for the entry 
into force of these amendmentsR 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my highest considerationR 
For the Republic of AustriaR 
EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
1" The EEC-Switzerland Joint Committee - Community transit - has adopted the 
foLLowing : 
- Decision No 1/80 of 18 September 1980 introducing the Greek-Language 
version of the Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the Swiss· Confederation on the application of the rules on Community 
transit 1and making the technical adjustments to this Agreement rendered 
necessary by the accession of Greece; 
- Decision No 2/80 of 18 September 1980 providing, in particular, for the 
possibility of producing and completing Community transit documents by 
modern methods of reproduction and extending to carriage by means of 
large containers the simplification at present accorded to goods sent 
by rail; 
- Decision No 3/80 of 24 November 1980 introducing an additional protocol 
on the special arrangements for applying the Agreement rendered necessary 
by the accession of Greece" 
2" The draft Decisions have already been examined in the Council with a view 
to adopting a common position (see Doe" 8504/80 AELE A 32 CH, 18, Doe" 
8503/80 AELE A 31 CH 17 and Doe" 10300/80 AELE CH 28)" No change as to 
substance has been made to the texts as previously submitted to the Council" 
3" The Regulation which it is proposed the Council adopt is designed to render 
applicable in the Community the aforementioned Decisions of the Joint 
Committee" 
Council Regulation·(EEC) 
on the application of Decisions N° 1/80, N° 2/80 
~nd N° 3/80 of the EEC-Switzerland Joint Committee 
- Community transit -
amending the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Swiss Confederation on the application 
of the rules on Community transit and its Appendices 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 113 thereof ; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission ; 
Whereas Article 16 of the Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Swiss Confederation on the application of the rules on Community 
transit (1), signed on 23 November 1972, empowers the Joint Committee set up 
under that Agreement to adopt, by means of Decisions, certain amendments to 
the said Agreement and its Appendices ; 
Whereas the Joint Committee has decided to amend the Agreement and its 
Appendices in order in particular to take account of the technical adjust-
ments to the rules on Community transit following the accession of Greece 
and in order that the text in the Greek language of the Agreement may be 
equally authentic ; 
Whereas, moreover, the Joint Committee has decided, in particular, to make 
provision for the possibility of producing and completing Community transit 
documents by modern methods of reproduction and, at the same time, to 
extend to carriage by means of large containers the simplification at present 
accorded to goods sent by rail ; 
- 2 -
Whereas the Joint Committee has, moreover, Laid down special provisions which 
make it possible, as Long as customs duties and other charges have not been 
eliminated in intra-Community trade, to distinguish goods according to 
whether they have acquired Community status in the Community as constituted 
before the accession of Greece or in Greece ; 
Whereas the said amendments are, respectively, the subject of Decisions 
No 1/80 and N~ 2/80 of 18 September 1980 and of Decision N° 3/80 of 24 
November 1980 of the Joint Committee ; whereas it is necessary to adopt 
implementing measures in respect of the said decisions, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
Article 1 
Decisions N° 1/80, N° 2/80 and N° 3/86 of the EEC-Switzerland Joint Committee 
- Community transit - amending the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Swiss Confederation on the application of the rules on 
Community transit and its Appendices shall apply in the Community" 
The text of the decisions is annexed to this regulation" 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day following that of its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities" 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States" 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council, 
The President" 
APPENDIX 
AGREEMENT 
betw~en the European Economic Community and the Republic of Austria on 
the simplification of fornJalities in respect of goods traded between the Euro· 
'pean Economic Community ~ and Turkey 
when the said goods are forwarded from Austria 
THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNilY, 
of the one part, 
THE REPUBLIC Of AUSTRIA, 
of the: other part, 
DESIRING to simplify the formalities to be completed in respect of goods traded between the Euro-
p•·an Ewnomtl Community' and Ttrk~ . a :siarc with which the Commu-
nity ha, lOndud .. d an Association AilreanEtlt when su,h goods are forwarded from 
Austria after unloading and reloadmg or warehousing in bonded warehou'e ; ' 
W'HEREAS the Agreement bt·tween the European Economic Community and the Republic of 
Au~tria on the implementation of Communny transit regulattons, stgned on 30 November 1972, latd 
down a wide measure of cooperauon between the custom~ admint~tr.llton of the Member States 11nd 
of Au~tria based on mutual confidence ; whereas, in the inll're~t of stmphfyin,l! formalities, this c<>op-
erauon could also be applied in trade bl'twecn the European Ewnomil Community 
· · and Turk!¥ 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
A,.tidt· I 
In thi, A~recment the expressions set out below, shall 
lx: undchtood as follows : 
(a) Community : the European Economic Commu-
nity;· 
(b) l'vkmbcr States: a Member State of the Commu-
ntty; 
(~) .'\,l:rl·cnH:nt on transit: the Agreement of 30 
l\:oH·mbcr 1972 between the European E<.·onomic 
Communrty and the Republic of Au,tria on the 
unpkmcntation of Community transit rcguhltiom. 
I. Without prejudice tO· paragraph 2, this Agree~ 
ment shall apply to goods in respect of which move-
ment ':ertificates conforming to the specimt:n shown 
in ··.· Annt:x I. have been completed in 
re,.pl'ct of good!> traded between the Community 
and Turkey 
and , which are forwarded from AuMri;tn 
rt:rntol)· after, a!> appropri;~te, unloading and rdoading 
or warehousing in bonded wart:housc. 
2. The provisions of this Agreement shall not apply 
to the goods listed in Annex 11. 
Artidt J 
1. ·A movement n·rtificate bsued in a Member State 
or in Turkey' for good!> referred to in Art1cle 
2 (I) must be produced to the competent Au~tnan· 
customs authorities. The movement certificate mu~t 
be pnntc·d and wmplt:ted in one of the languages 
rcfcrrc·d to in Artidl· 14 or in Turk•~h. 
When Turkr!>h is U!>cd, it nHI!>t also bt: drawn 
up in one: 'of thl· .hlnguagcs reftmed to in Arti.:le 14. 
2. Tht: good!> :.hall •cmain under Aul>trian cu!>tom~ 
control to en!>urc tht: identity and compll·tc·nl·'~ 
thl'rl·of. 
3. Th,e goods must be segregated and must not 
have undergone any manipulation other than that 
necessary to preserve them in their original state or to 
~plit the consignments without ·replacing the packing. 
Artidt- 4 
I. When goods rcfc·rred to in Article 2 (I) are 
forwardc·d, the movement certificate shall include a 
statl'ml·nt that the conditions set out in Artir.:k l ha\'e 
hl.'c:n complied with: 
2. For this purpose, when the goods are forwarded 
without splitting the consignment,· ·~he competent 
Aus'trian customs. office shall write the words 'Direkte 
\X'eitc:rl~itung EWG' in the 'Description ·of goods· box 
on the ccrtificati:. and auth~·nticate the notation by the . 
customs office stamp .and _the date. · · 
'\X;h~."n a c:on~jgnm~·nt, split in Aus,ria, is. forwarded, 
rhe mo"emcnt c:c.-rtificate producc.-d to the cQmpetent 
:\usrnai1 <.u~torm. offkoc shall he phot~opied for each 
p.trt·c:on~i~nml·nt. The rop of -each. phot()_<.·opy must 
k uok•l 'TI·.Il:SENl>llNG' ·in n·d . ink. 1\ll~·h 
l't.oro, "I'Y mml in.Ji, nh' dl·arly tlw guod" to whid1 it 
rdcr~. Thnl· ~tilt•·rnt:nb mu:.t be autlu:ntH:ati:d by the 
~·ustoms otficc · stamp and the date; 
3. The o'riginal movement certificate must be noted 
with the particulars relevant to . the splitting of the. 
c:on'i~nmc'nt. lt shall be retained by the competent 
Austri.m c:u~toms offi<:e for at· least two years and on 
r•·q\''-''t !>l·nt to the ,·u:.toms adtrtini!itration ·of the 
r-..t..-mh,·r: St.rtc ~aking a request under the arransc-. 
nwn·b tor administrative cooperation referred to in 
ArtidC: b. 
The t~:Jrwarde~ goods and the relevant movement 
'-l·rtrk••tc or, when the. consignment is split, the rcte: 
\.lilt photocopy of the said certificate authcnti~ated by 
rh~· uHllJ'dl·nt: Au~trian c;ustoll)s_ offin·, must he 
,.rn•l•i• ~·.1 In tltl· HJhtUOl!i ;Juthnritit·s of lh~· importing 
. ~1-•f•· \l<ttltin l>ix rnunths from the dotte ,of il>SIIl' of the 
i.ut,urnal rnownwnt n:rtiticate. 
I. Where necessary .the customs administrations -of. 
the Ml·mbcr States on th~ one hand·a~d of the Repu- . 
blic ·of Austria on the· other- hand shall communicate · 
to one another, spontaneously or on request, a'll find-
ings. dcxumcnts, reports, records of proc:e~·dings arid 
infQrrnation rdating to goods .presented in the 
importing . St.JtC as having bct•n foiw;rrdt·d fi·om 
Au:.tn.• unclt·r this Awe~·mcrit or rclntin~t to irn·gul;rri-
1••·' .urd ulk.nn·:o. tommitlccl in fC!>pCc:t of ~oods 
· u •• tinl ·uiulcr !hi., AgT'-•etncnt. 
.. !. · ·nu: · ,·ustoms · adrniitistrations of the Member 
Statc!t art· ·lluthorjzcd to send doc:untents ·and in forma-. 
tion ohtain~;d under the arrangements for administra:-
tive' cooperation referred to in paragr~ph 1 to· ~he 
' · ~ Turkish cu'stoms administration . 
Artidt 7 
,· 
The pro"i:.ions of this Agreement shall not predulie 
prohihi.tions -or n·sfric:tions· on imp'ons,. exports or 
goods in· transit enacted by the Republic of Austria 
- _and justified on grounds.of public policy, ~ublic secu~ 
rity or puhlk morality; the protection of health and 
life of humaris, animals. or plants; the protection of 
•· national.trea:;un~s po~scssing anistic,,historiC or archae-· 
ologkal value ; or the protection .. of . in,dustrial . and 
commcn:jnl property. 
I. _-Tlw Joint C1~nmiltl'e M:t up under Artid~ • ~ !)f • 
the ·Agrc:t·mcnt on tram. it shall ensure the implementa~ 
. tion of this Agreement. For this purpose it shall make 
recommendations and, in the circumstances provided 
for in paragraph :l• ~>hall . t;Jke Decisions. · 
. . ~ . 
2. The Committee shall recomm~pd in particular: 
(a) amendmcntl> to this Agreement ; · · 
· (b) a~y other measure for the purpose· of its imple-
men~ation. 
3. The Committee ~>hall issue ~s Decisions : 
(a) amendments to Artide 2 of this Agreer:nettt when 
the movement certificate annexed to this Agree~ 
mcnt is. afucnded; · 
(b) anu·ndin~nts to Artkl~s J, 4, -~ and 9 of this Asree· 
nwnt ; 
(c) amEI'IdmeAts to thl s AgreemEI'It ha~lng a direct relatf.on 
with the accession to. -the European COII!lllllftt es of new 
frlanber Stat~ · 
(d) amendmlillts to the Amexes to thfs Agreement. 
These Decfs.fons shall be tmplemmtsi by the Contractf~- · 
Partf as fn accordance wfth thefr own rules. 
ArtMe 9 
Annexes I, ·and; n• form an· infegral part of t~is 
Agreement. 
Artidt· 10 
I. The Community shnll undertake: suitably to . 
adapt the nlt•thods. of ·administrative · coopc:ration 
. . governing the impl~mchtation of the · preferential 
· svstcm which the Community 
t.. .. and Turkey · each apply to 
goods forwnrdl.'.d from Austria. 
2.. Tltl",.-Comrimnity. shall notify the. Republic. of 
. Austria as soon as. the com_litions neet'Ssary to imple-
. nu'11t this AJtn'l'llll'llf 11re pr'-'scnt in the fit·M of trade 
with- 'rur~~·y. 
I 
I 
! 
Artidt I I 
I. This Agreement shall enter into fon:e on the 
first day of the second month following the dates on 
whach the Contracting Parties notify t•a~:h other that 
the nen:~~ary pro(.;durc~ have b..:cn complctnl. 
2. The provi~aom of tlm AgH·emt·nt ~hall apply in 
re,pclt of tro1dc v.ith Turkey a~ from 
th"• tir~t day of the ~econd month following the· notifi-
cation rdt·rrell to m Article I 0 (l). 
A,., ifft. -12 
The Contracting -Parties shall keep each other 
informed of the provi~ions which they adopt for the 
lmpkmt:ntation of this Agreement. 
Artidt 13 
Either of the Contracting Partiell may ••ithdraw from . 
this Agreement by giving ~•x months' notice in 
advan~.:e. 
A.rtldt 14 
This Agreement shall be drawn up in duplicate in the 
Danish, Dutch, English, French, German .Greek and Italian 
language~, each of thc~e t~xts b"·ing au_tht:ntic·. 
(') lnaert the 
Member 
Stile or 
Turkey. 
(2) lnaert 
where ap-
propriate 
'compen-
utory 
levy, 
Turkey'. 
8. Item 
num· 
ber 
(1) Complete 
only where 
lhl IXPOr· 
ling coun· 
try ,.. 
quiru 
ANNEX I 
MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE 
1. Exporter (Name, full address, country) 
3. Consignee (Name, full address, country) (Optional) 
7. Transport details (Optional) 
A.TR.1 No A 000000 
See notea overleef before completing thia form 
z. Transport document (Optoonai) 
4. 
No D~e 
ASSOCIATION 
between the 
EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUII!ITV 
and 
TURKEY 
I. Country of exportation 8. Country of destination(') 
8. Remarks (2) 
10. Marka and numbers ; Number and kind of packages (for gooda In bulk, Indicate the name of the 
ahlp or the number of the railway wagon or road vehicle) ; Description of gooda 
11. Groaa 
weight 
(kg) 
12. CUSTOMS INDORSEMENT 
Declaration certified 
Export document (') : 
Form 
Cuetom1 office 
l11uing country 
Data 
(Signeture) 
No 
Sllmp 
or other 
measure 
(hi, m',_ 
ate.) 
13. DECLARATION BY THE EXPORTER 
I, the undersigned, declare that tho goodl 
described above meet the condition• 
required for the laaue of thla certificate. 
Place and date 
(Signeture) 
14. REQUEST FOR VERIFICATION, to 1&. RESULT OF VERIFICATION 
Verification carried out shows th~t this certificate (') : 
-D was issued by the customs office indicated and that the 
information contained therein is accurate ; 
Verification of the authenticity and accuracy of this certificate D does not meet the requirements as to authenticity and is requested. 
accuracy (see remarks appended). 
(Place and date) (Place and date) 
Stamp Stamp 
(Signature) 
Full address of office making the request 
---
(Signature) 
( •) Insert X in the appropriate bo• 
I. GOODS FOR WHICH A MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A.TR.1 MAY BE ENDORSED 
1. A movement certificate A.TR 1 may be endorsed only for goods which, 
in the exporting State, fall wothin one of the following categor1es 
(1) goods produced in the e•porting State, including those obtained 
or produced wholly or partly from products on which the appli-
cable customs duties or charges having equivalent effect have 
been levied and which have not benefited from a total or partial 
drawback of such duties or charges • 
(b) goods in free circulation in the e•porting State (goods coming 
from a third country, in respect of which import formalities have 
been complied wilh and any customs duties or charges havong 
equivalent effect have been levied, and which have not benefited 
from 1 total or partial drawback of such duties or charges) ; 
(c) goods obtained or produced within the e•porting State, and in the 
manufacture of which havo been used products on which the appli-
cable customs duties or charges having equivalent effect have not 
been lavoed or which have benefited from a total or partial draw-
back of such duties or charges, subject to the collection, where 
appropriate, of the compensatory levy prescribed for them 
Note: The statement 'compensatory levy, Turkey' must appear on 
all movement certoficates A.TR 1 for goods obtained or produced in 
the Community from products coming from a •nir, country on 
which the applicable customs dutoes and charges ., •v• '' 'lquivalent 
effect have not been levied in either the Communi!~ or Turkey ; 
(d) goods originally omported from a State party to the Agreement 
and which on exportation fall wothin one of the categories (a), (b) 
or (c) above. 
Note · In the case of goods originally omported into the exporting 
State under the cover of a movement certificate bearing the state· 
ment 'compensatory levy, Turkey'. the movement certificate or 
certificates A. TR 1 issued on lieu of the latter must also bear the 
statement 'compensatory levy, Turkey' 
2. Agricultural products must also comply with the additional conditions 
laod down in respect thereof. 
3 Movement certificates A. TR 1 may not be endorsed for goods origi-
nally omported from a third country under a preferential customs 
system because of their country of Oflgin or of consignment and which 
accordingly may not be regarded as on free circulatoon within the 
meaning of the Agreement 
11. SCOPE OF THE USE OF MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A.TR.t 
The movement certificate A. TR 1 may be used only if the goods to whoch 
it relates are transported direct from the exportong State to the omporting 
State 
The following shall be conSidered as transported dorect from the 
exporting State to the omporting State 
(a) goods transported without passing through territofles other than 
those of the Communoty or Turkey , 
(b) goods transported through territories other than those of the Commu-
nity or Turkey or with transhipment in such territories provided that 
carnage through such terntories or transhipment is covered by • 
songle transport document made out on the Community or Turkey. 
Note · Before requesting endorsement of movement certificate A.TR.1 
by the customs authoflties of the exporting State, the exporter must 
satisfy himself that the goods will in fact be transported direct to the 
omporting State Goods not transported dorect are eligible for preferen-
toal treatment only of a movement certoficate A TR 3 os produced. 
Ill. RULES FOR COMPLETING MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A.TR.1 
The movement certoficate A TR 1 must be completed in one of the 3 Each item listed in the movement certificate A TR 1 must be pf11Ceded 
languages in whoch the Agreement os drawn up and shall comply woth by an otem number A horizontal lone must be drawn immediately after 
the internal laws of the exporting State When the certificate is the last entry. Unuaad 8PliC8 must be struck through ao as tu make 
completed on TurkiSh, it shall also be completed in one of the offocoal any later addition impossible. 
languages of the Community 4 Goods must be descr1bed in accordance woth commercial usage and in 
2 The movement certofocate A. TR 1 must be typed or handwritten , of the suffocoenl detail to enable them to be odentifoed 
latter ot must be completed on onk on block letters 11 must not contain 5 The exporter or the carrier may enter on box 2 of the certificate a refer-
any erasure or superimposed correctoon Any alteration must be made ence to the transport document 11 os also recommended that the 
by deleting the incorrect particulars and adding any necessary correc- exporter or the carrier should show on the transport document 
lions Any such alteratoon must be inotialled by the person who cover1ng the dispatch of the goods the serial number of the ml)¥8· 
completed the certifocate and be endorsed by the customs authoflties mt•nt certoficate A TR 1 
IV. EFFECT OF THE MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A.TR.1 
When properly used movement certoficate A TR 1 enables the goods 
described therein to benefit in the importing State from the progressive 
elimination of customs dutoes, quantotative restflctions and all other 
measures having equivalent effect However, when the movement certifi-
cate bears the statement 'compensatory levy, Turkey', the goods 
descr1bed !hereon shall not be eligible for thos preferen1ial treatment in 
the Member States of the EEC • 
The customs authoritoes of the omporting State may, if )hey consider it to 
be necessary, requore any other documentary evidence and in particuler 
transport documents under cover of which the goods were dispatched. 
V. TIME LIMIT FOR SUBMISSION OF MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A.TR.t 
The movement eertifocate A TR 1 must be produced at the customs offoce 
of the importing State where the goods are presented. withon a per1od of 
three months from the date of endorsement 
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ANNEX II 
L~st of goods excluded from the Agreement 
(Article 2(2)) 
Description of goods 
Durum Wheat 
Rye 
Canary seed 
Olive oil other than that having under-
gone a refining process 
Country issuing 
the movement 
certificate 
Turkey 
Turkey 
Turkey 
Turkey. 
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DECISION No 1/80 
AELE 
A 32 
CH 18 
OF THE EEC - JOINT COMMITTEE 
- Community transit -
OF 18 SEPTEMBER 1980 
on the Greek text of the Agreement 
between the European Economic Community 
and 
on the application of the rules on 
Community tr~nsit and amending 
the Appendices of the Agreement 
THE JOINT COMMITTEE, 
Having regard to the Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and on the application of the rules on Community 
transit, and in particular Article 16(3)(a) and (c) thereof, 
8504/80 AELE 
A 32 
CH 18 
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Whereas from the date of its accession to the Community, the Hellenic 
Republic will be b~und by that Agreement; 
Whereas provision should be made for the text of the Agreement. in the 
Greek language to be as authentic as,..the texts in the Danish, Dutch, 
English, French, German and Italian languages; 
Whereas the rules on Community transit have been amended by the Act 
concerning the conditions of accession of the Hellenic Republic and 
the adjustments to the Treaties; 
'" Whereas certain provisions of thes~rules have been amended in other 
ways; whereas these rules appear in the Appendices to the Agreement 
and the Appendices should therefore be amended accordingly; 
Whereas Decision No 2/78 of the Joint Committee added to the Agreement 
, an Appendix II A introducing, on an experimental basis, a Community 
transit declaration form for use in an automatic or electronic data-
processing system; whereas this Appendix II A has been amended py 
Decision No 2/79; whereas these ~ecisions apply until 31 December 1980; 
... / ... 
8504/80 ha E 
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Whereaa it has proved necessary. to extend the use o1 this for~ _beyond that 
date; wher~as the period during which these Decisions shall apply should 
therefore.be prolonged, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS .: 
Article ··1-
The annexed text,in the Gree~ languag~of the Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and on the application 
... 
of the rules on Community transit shall be as· authentic as the texts in the 
~anish, Dutch, English, French, German and Italian languages. 
Artic-le 2 
Appendix I of the Agreement is her-eby amendeti as follows 
(a> in the thle,·the words·"(EEC) No. 222/77 of· ~3 December 1976" are to be 
followed by a reference "(1)" and the following footnote is to be 
added to the page 
"(1) amended by: 
- Regulation CEEC) No. 983/79 of 14 May 1979 
- the Ac·t of accession of th~ Hellenic Republic" 
(b> in Article 57 (2), "41" is replaced by 1145". 
Article 3 
. Appendix II of the Agreement is- hereby amended as follows: 
(a> In the title the words "(EEC) No 223/77 of 22 December 1976'' are to be 
follow~d by a reference "<1>" and the following footnote is to be added 
to the page : 
"(1) amended by : 
- Regulation 
- Regulation 
- the Act of 
- Regulation 
- Regulation 
- Reg-.:Lation 
8504/80 
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, (b) Article 1 (3~ is replaced by the following 
- '• , .. 
"I 3. The forms to be completed as the.special Co111munity transit docu-
-
ment hereinafter referred to as "Control Copy T No 5" as proof 
that the goods have been used for a specific purpose lnd/or 
have arrived at a prescribed ~estination shall conform, except. 
as ·regards the dimensions of t.h~- boxes wholly or partly delineated 
by dotted lines, to the specimens T 5 and T 5 bis in Annexes VI 
and Vl .1\. The Ccntr.:.1l Copy T No .5 shall be issued and •.•sed .in 
accordance with the provisions of i\rticles 10 to 13)" 
(c) Article 2 C11> is replaced by the following : 
"/-11. The provisions of paragraprs .(2), (4), (5)- (a), E6) first and· 
-. 
second subparagraphs, (9) ~n·d "(10> second and third c;ubpara~raphs, 
shall apply-also to Control Copy T Ne· 5. However, the gui lloche 
patterned background re-f~rred to in paragraph 2 shal~ be bl.ue for 
the front and back of the original of the Control Copy T No 5 and 
for the front of the original of continuation sheet T 5 bis_i." 
(d) Article 10 is replaced by the following : 
-"I Article 10 
-
1. Proof that the coneitions prescribed by a Community measure as to 
the use and/or destination of goods imported into, exported from, 
or moving within tne Community have_ been complied with, shall be 
furnished by production cf Control Copy T No 5r A Control Copy 
T No 5 is a eompl~ted form 15, accompanied, if necessary, in 'the 
circumstances referred to ·in ~aragraphs 2 and 3, by one or more 
forms TSbis. 
. ' 
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2. The competent customs authorities of each-Member State may allow 
undertakings established in thei~ t~rritory to supplement a Control 
Copy T No 5 with one or more continuatio11 sh·~ets T 5 bi s in cases 
where all the forms relate to a single consignment of goods, which are 
loaded on one single means of transport, 'and are destined for a 
single ionsignee and a single usi a~d/or destination. 
" . 
3. Where continuation sheets T 5 bis are used, the undertaking given 
by the person concerned in b~x 108 of the Co~trol Copy T No 5 is 
to be worded as follows ~ '~The person co"hcerned, represented by ••• ,. •• 
hereby undertakes to ensure ~he declared use and/or destination of 
the goods described above and in the continoatio~ sheet(s) T 5 bis 
attached." 
4. The number of continuation sheets T 5 bis used and their printed 
serial numbers shall be shown in boY. 107 of the- Control Copy T No 5 
which th~y accompany. The registr-ation nv;··.,er of the Control 
Copy T No 5 shall be show~ in the box for registration particulars 
of each continuation sheet T s· b.is.:.i " 
(e) Article 11 is amended as follows: 
-in paragr·aph 1, th~ word~ 'Control Copy T N9 5 shall··be made out' 
are repl.aced by 'Control Copy T No 5 and, where appropriate, con-
tinuation sheets T 5 bisr shall be made out'; 
- in paragraph 2, the words 'Control Copy T No 5 shall' are replaced 
by 'Control Copy T No 5 ~nd, where appropriate, continuation sh~ets 
·· T 5 bis, shall'. 
~> Article 28 is supplemented as follows : 
- In the first indent, after 'Verl~ten ~an de Gemeenschap aan 
beperkingen onderworpen' the following is added: 
'£~<>0o~ lmo 'tflv Km'll6ntm iJ:roKEtJ.I.tvT! ot 
lt£QlOQUJJ.lOV~·. 
-In the second indent, after 'Verlaten van de Gemeenschap aan b~lasting­
heffing onderworpen• the following is added : 
·r~t"k~<•;: ix1to njv Kmv6n1m (•Jto..:t:wt'·•'l o£ 
f.;t.LOclQUVOt)' 
... ; ... 
ha E 
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.. 
(g) Article 40 is sUPplemented as foll.ows : after t.,_e word 'Told', 
. . 
the word !T~Awvdo' is added. . · 
' # • • 
(h> A'rticle 71 is supplement~d as .follo~s : in paragraph 3, after 'Achteraf 
afgegeven', the fotlowing'is added: 
· •tdQ&n ttc 'tON 6ati_~tn·'. 
(il ln.Annexes I and III, the following is added on the back of COPY 
No 3 of Community transit de~laration T: 
• 
. . 
. . . 
(j) In Annex VU, the initials 'EK' and tHe words·or~'t.:oo~u.rioE~·-';·a~e added to the 
· ·heading of the transit ·advice note .. ; .. 
. . 
. ...... 
(k) In Annex VIII, the i ni ti a ls • El(' and the words ·~"t{;bn~ nnQ<•.Antl'il~· 
are added to the hea9ing of the receipt. 
'·: 
Article 4 
.. : 
Appendix II A of the Agreement is hereby amended as follows : 
.. . 
(a) The follpwing indent shall be added after the firs't indent of 
. . . . . : 
. f~tnote ·c1_) : ,. 
"- the,Act'of ae.cession of t·he_.Hetlenic-Republic"; 
. . ~ 
. _(b>··&Wt~~ et~:'b inserted _on the ~~c·i< of Cf?PY N~ 3 in Annex x. 
'· . 
.. 
: ' ~ . . 
APPendix II.I ·of th~ Agreement is -he~ebt'·am~nded. as .fo.llow~ :. 
(a> in point 1.1 of eath of ·the· .specimen~:·I, II and ill the. wor~s ·".th'e · 
Hellenic :Republic" are to be· inserted after the words " 
. . . . . 
the Federat· 
Republic of Ge.:nlany"; 
(b) 1n.Specimen IV the word "Greece" is to be added to box 7·C'lf the 
·Certificate of Guarantee. 
•' 
'· 
. .. ; ... 
''8504/80 E 
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Article 6 
The period during which Decisions Nos 2178 and ~/79 shall apply is pro-
longed until .31, o'ecemb•t 1982. 
,, ' 
This Decision shall enter into force o~ 1 January 1981. 
I • 
Done at Brussels, 18 September.l980 
For the Joint Committee 
8504/8o 
The Chairman 
CH: P. Affolter 
A: F. Klein 
ha E 
of the EEC -
Decision No 2/80 
Joint Committee 
- Community transit -
of 18 September 1980 
on the amendment of the Agreement between 
the European Economic Community and 
on the application of the rules on Community transit 
and on the amendment of Appendix II of that Agreement 
THE JOINT COMMITTEE, 
Having regard to the Agreement between the European Economic Committee and 
on the application of the rules on Community 
transit, and in particular Article 16 (3) (a) and (b) thereof, 
Whereas the Community rules have been amended in particular to allow Community trans 
documents to be produced and completed by modern methods of reproduction 
and to extend to carriage by means of large containers the simplification 
at present accorded to goods sent by rail; 
Whereas Appendix II of the Agreement must be amended to take account of the 
amendments thereby made to the rules on Community transit; whereas these 
amendments made to Appendix II require certain amendments to the Agreement 
itself, 
- 2 -
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
on the application of the rules on Community transit is hereby amended as 
follows: 
a) Article 8 (2) shall be replaced by the following: 
"(2) Subject to the provisions of Article 6 of this Agreement the 
Austrian/Swiss office of departure shall, in respect of goods 
referred to in Article 1 (3) of the Regulation on Community transit 
(Appendix 1) indicate on the International Consignment Note, the 
International Express Parcels Consignment Note or the Transfer Note 
- Community transit that the goods to which it relates are being 
forwarded under the procedure for internal Community transit. 
This indication shall be given by the office of departure entering 
the symbol T 2, its stamp and the signature of the responsible 
official: 
a) in box 25 of sheet No. 3 of the International Consignment Note; 
or 
b) on sheet No. 4 of the International Express Parcels Consignment 
Note; or 
c) in the box for customs use of sheet No. 3A of the Transfer 
Note - Community transit. 
For the operations referred to in Article 9 (2) of the Regulation on the 
provisions for the implementation of the Community transit procedure 
and for certain simplifications of that procedure (Appendix 11) and 
which are commenced fn Switzerland/Austria a reference to the serial 
numbers of the loading lists re(ating to goods referred to in Article 
1 (3) of the Regulation on Community transit (Appendix I) shall be 
inserted, as appropriate: 
a) in box 25 of the International Consignment note; or 
b) in the box reserved for the description of the goods of the Transfer 
Note - Community transit." 
- 3 -
b) Article 8 (3) shall be replaced by the following: 
" (3) In the case of goods referred to in Article 1 (2) of the 
Regulation on Community transit (Appendix I), the symbol T1 need 
EEC -
Austria 
Agree-
ment 
not be shown on the documents referred to in paragraph 2, first 
subparagraph and paragraph 5. 
The Republic of Austria may moreover permit such goods to be 
forwarded under the procedure for external Community transit 
without requiring the International Consignment Note, the 
International Express Parcels Consignment Note or the Transfer 
Note - Community transit · to be presented _at the office of 
departure." 
" (3) In respect of goods referred to in Article 1 (2) of the 
EEC-SWitzer- Regulation on Community transit (Appendix I) the symbol T1 need 
land not be shown on the documents referred to in paragraph 2, first 
~;~~e- subparagraph and paragraph 5." 
c) Article 8 (4) shall be replaced by the following: 
" (4) The provisions of Articles 41 and 50 h of the Regulation on 
provisions for the implementation of the Community transit 
procedure and for certain simplifications of that procedure 
(Appendix II) shall not apply when the carriage begins in 
Austria/Switzerland or when goods enter the Community via 
Austria/Switzerland." 
d) The following paragraph shall be added to Article 8: 
" 5. In cases of carriage referred to in Article 50 i of the 
Regulation on provisions for the implementation of the Community 
transit procedure and for certain simplifications of that 
procedure (Appendix II) which begin in Switzerland/Austria a 
reference to the large container or containers containing the 
goods referred to ·in Article 1 (3) of the Regulation on Community 
transit (Appendix I) shall ·be made by the office of departure in 
the box for customs use of sheet No. 3A of the Transfer Note 
- Community transit, opposite the symbol T2." 
- 4 -
e) Arti~le 13 (1) shall be replaced by the following: 
"1. The provisions set out in square brackets in Appendices I and II 
and listed below shall not apply: 
Appendix I : Article 1C4); Article 2(2), second subparagraph; 
Articles 3, 4 and 10; Article 12(1) last sentence; 
Article 15; Article 22(1) last sentence; Article 26(2); 
Article 29; Article 30(3); Article 32(1) second sub-
paragraph and (3); 
· Article 39(1) last sentence; Article 41; 
Article 44(1) and (2); Article 45(2); Article 47; 
Article 48(2); Articles 50 to 53 and 55 to 61; 
Appendix II: Article 1(3), 1(6) first sentence and 1C9>; Article 2(11>; 
Article 4; Article 7(3); Articles 10 to 14; Article 15(2); 
Article 22; Article 24(5) second subparagraph last 
sentence; Articl~s 27 tci 34; Article 35(a); Article 42(2) 
and (4); Article 50(a); Article 50 i (2) and (5); 
Article 51; Article 54 second paragraph; Article- 68(1); 
Articles 68 a, 68 b, 68 c and 74. 
However, the provisions of Articles 4, 15, 41, 44 (1) and (2), 47 
arid 50 to 53 of Appendix I and of Articles 24 (5) second subparagraph 
last sentence, 27 to 34, 35 (a), 42 (2) and C4>; 50 (a), 50 i (2) 
and (5), 51, 54 second paragraph, 68 (1), 68 a, 68 b, 68 c and 74 
• 
of Appendix II shall continue to apply in Member States. 
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Article 2 
Appendix II of the Agreement is hereby amended as follows: 
a. The following Article shall be inserted after Article 2: 
"Article 2a 
Each Member State may allow: 
(a) Community transit declaration forms to be completed by a process of 
reproduction instead of in typescript or manuscript; 
(b) Community transit declaration forms to be produced and completed 
simultaneously by reproduction, provided that the provisions of 
Articles 1 and 2 as regards the specimens, the paper, the size, 
the language used, the legibility, the prohibition of erasures and 
alterations and as regards amendments are strictly observed." 
b. Article 9 is replaced by the following: 
"Article 9 
1. Where the provisions of Articles 36 to 53 operate, the provisions 
of Articles 5(2), 6, 7 and 8 shall apply to loading lists which 
accompany the International Consignment Note or the Community Transit 
Transfer Note. [In the former case, the number of such lists 
shall be shown in box 32 of the International Consignment Note; 
in the latter case, the number of such lists shall be shown in the 
box for particulars of accompanying documents of the Community Transit 
Transfer Note. !In addition, the loading list must include the 
wagon number to which the International Consignment Note refers or, 
where appropriate, the number of the container containing the 
goods. 
2. For operations beginning within the Community compr1s1ng at the 
same time goods referred to in Article 1(2) and (3) of Regulation 
(EEC) No 222/77, separate loading lists shall be used; in the case 
of goods carried in large containers under cover of Community Transit 
Transfer Notes, 1 such separate lists shall be completed for 
each large container which contains both categories of 
goods. 
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The serial numbers of the loading lists relating to the goods 
referred.to in Article 1(2) of the aforesaid Regulation shall be inserted 
either in box 25 of the International Consignment Note or in the 
box for the description of goods of the Community Transit Transfer 
Note." 
c. The following Article shall be inserted after Article 13: 
/'ii' Article 13 a 
1. The customs authorities of the Member States may, as an exceptional 
measure, permit that, in the case of a consignment of goods accompanied by 
a Control Copy T No 5, such consignment and the Control Copy T No 5, may be 
divided before the completion of the procedure for which the form 
has been issued. Consignments resulting from such division may not 
themselves be further divided. 
2. The provisions of paragraph 1 are without prejudice to the 
application of Community measures to products from intervention 
which are to be subjected to control of use and/or destination and 
which are processed in another Member State before being put to 
their final use or reaching their final destination. 
3. The division referred to in paragraph 1 shall be carried out under 
the conditions set out in paragraphs 4 to 7 below. Member States 
need not apply these conditions in cases where all the consignments 
which result from the division are to be put to their final use or 
are to reach their·final destination in the Member State where the 
division takes place. 
4. The office at which the division takes place shall issue, in accor-
dance with the provisions of Article 11, an extract Control Copy 
T No 5 for each part of the divided consignment, using for this 
purpose a Control Copy T No 5. Each extract shall contain the 
additional information shown on the initial Control Copy T No 5 and 
give in these particulars the net weight of the goods to which that 
extract applies. Each extract must show in box 106 the registration 
number, date and office and country of issue of the initial Control 
Copy T No 5, using one of the following forms of wording: 
- Extract of Control Copy: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
............................ , .......................... . 
(Number, date, office and country of issue) 
- Udskrift af kontroleksemplar: ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
............................ , ................. ~ ........ . 
(nummer, dato, udstedende toldsted og land) 
- 1-
- Auazug aua dem Xontrollexemplar·a ................ , 
...•...........•. , ...........•.• 
(Hummer, Datum, ausstellende Zollatelle und Land) 
- Extrait de l'exemplaire de contr6lea ••••••••••••••• 
......•....•..... , .......•....•. 
(numuo, date, bureau et pays de d6livrance) 
- Estratto dell'esemplare di controlloa •••••••••••••••• 
..•.........•.... , .....•........ 
(numer~, data, ufficio e paese di emissione) 
Uittreksel uit oontrole-exemplaara ••••••••••••••• 
..•.............. , ...•..•....... 
(1fummer, datum, kantoor en land van afgifte). 
5~ The office where the division takes place shall state on the initial 
Control Copy T No 5 that the form has been divided. It shall do this 
by entering one of the following statements in the "control of use 
and/or destination" boxa 
•••••• (number) extracts issued- copies attached 
•••••• (antal) udstedte udskrifter- kopier vedfejet 
•••••• (Anzahl) Ausziige ausgestellt- Durchsohriften liegen bei' 
•••••• (nombre) extraits d~livr~s- copies oi-jointee 
•••••• (numero) estratti rilasci~ti- copie allegate 
•••••• {aantal) uittreksels afgegeven- kopieen bijgevoegd 
' -
The initial Control Copy T No 5 shall be· returned without delay to 
the office of departure accompanied by the . copies 
issued. 
of the extracts 
6. The originals of the extraot Control Copies T No 5 shall, together 
with the document ~elating to the procedure used, accompany each part 
of the divided consignment. 
1• The competent customs office in the Member State of destination of 
the parts of the divided consignment s~~ll carry out,or cause to be 
carried out under _its responsibility, the control as to the use -and/or 
destination pr·ovided for or prescribed. -It shall return the· extracts 
endorsed in accordance with Article 12(4) to th~ office of departure 
of the initial consignment~" 
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4. 1) .Ariiole 17 is hereby repealed. 
' ' 
2) The heading which precedeiJ Article 17 \ is deleted. 
e. Article 36 and the immediately preceding subheading are replaced by the 
tollowinga 
"General provisions relating to carriage by rail 
Article 36 
Formalities under the Community transit procedure shall be simplified 
in accordance with the provisions of Articles 37 to 50 and 51 to 53 for 
~carriage of goods by railway authorities under cover of an International 
Consignment Note (CIM). or International Express Parcels Consignment Note 
(TIEx)." 
t. Article 42(2) is replaced by the tollowinga· 
"~2. With respect to goods referred to in Article 1(2) of Regulation (EEC) 
No 222/77, the office of departure shall indicate on sheets Nos 1, 
2 and 3 ot the International Consignment Note that the goods to w:t.ioh 
the document refers are carried under the external Community transit 
procedure. 
The symbol T1 shall aoco~ingly be clearly shown in box 25~" 
g. Subparagraph (a) of Article 50 is replaced by the following& 
"~ta) The symbol required under, Article 42(2) shall be entered on Bheete 
Nos 2, 3 and 4 of the International :lli:press ParcelR Consignment Note iJ" 
h. The following text shall be inserted atter Article 501 
"Provisions relating to goods carried in large containers 
.Q.ene,ta,! 
Article 50 a 
Formalities under the Community transit procedure shall be simplified 
in accordance with Articles 50 b to 52 and 53(3) and (4) for the carriage 
~t goods which the railway authorities effe~t by means of large contninorn, 
~sing transport undertakings as intermediaries and making use of ~ranafer 
Notes of a type specially devised to be. used as a Community transit docu-
ment and referred to for the purpose of this Regulation, as !'Community Transit 
; Transfer NoteH. :These operations include, 
-9-
where appropriate, the dispatch of consignments by transport undertukings 
usine methods of transpor,t other than the railw~y, in the country or 
consit;nment to the railway atution o-f depa.rt._r.·e 1~ that country and in 
the coW\try of de·stinaHon from the railway dation of arrival in that 
cow1try and ahy transport by sea in the course of the mcvc.nent between 
these two sta-tions. • 
Article ')0 b 
For the purposcs_of Articles 50 a to 52 and 53(3) and (4)1 
(l) ''tranr.port undcrti.l.king·" means an undert&.king \cons~ituted-by the 
\ ra_t ~way -auth()~ft1es -a-s ~ -"co~rporate entity ()f whi eh 
\tfleY_ ~~e -_m~~b~-~~~-~- Jsuch undertaking bei.::t:; uct up for the 
' purpose of carrying goods by means of large containers and under 
cover of Transf~r Notes1 
(2), "large cor.tainer" means a .device for the carria!~e of goods that isa 
f1 
- permanent in nature; 
specially designed to fa.oili tate 'the carriage of goods, without 
intermediate reloading, by one or more means of transport; 
- de~igned for easy attachment and/or handlln.g; 
. -
·- deoicned in ouch a. way th<-lt it can be properly flealed when the 
application 10_f Artit}}r; )0 j requires thiu; 
- of a size such that ti.e area bounded by the four lower extE>rnul 
angles is not less than 1 m 
2 ,-
(3) \'-'Community _Transi-t Transf_~r Notei•- !means the document which com-
prises the contract of carriage by which the transport und~rtaking 
arranges· for one or more large containers ~o be carried ffom a 
-consignor to a consignee in international transport. The ~om~nun-ity-­
LFans_ft_ Transfe,r ~_N_ot_i -_--
must be serially numbered in the top right hand corner 
-" 
to.enaQ).e it to be identified. This number must be made up of 6 
' ._digits , three o~ which precede and three of which follow the 
letters TR • 
. , ·The \Community- Tfa_n~-i(jraris-f~r Note s_~'a ll con3i~t of at least 
..... ~ .. ~· 
the following sheets-which must be delivered in nUmerical orderz 
-. 
. -
. L( _ I sheet for the head office o-f the transport undertaking; 
- . 
2,' 
'll.l' ~· 
4.[ 
5.!. 
- 10-
:sheet tor the national representative o~ the transport under-
taking in the station of destinationJ 
sheet for the customSJ 
·.sheet for the oonsigneeJ 
sheet for the head office of the tranepc'rt undertakingJ 
[sheet for the national representative of the tran~port 
underta.k:ing in the station of departure; 
6.: sheet for the consignor. 
Each sheet of the 1 Community Transit Transfer NQte, with the exceptiC"n 
of sheet No 3A, shall have a green bandlapproximateLY\four centimetres wide 
\along its right hand edge. ,.. ~ 
Article 50 c 
The Community Transit Transfer Note 
shall be treated as equivalent toa 
used by the transport UlJderta.king 
{a) a Tl. declaration ~r document, as the case may be, for goods referred 
~to in Article 1(2) of Regulation (EEC) No 222/77J 
{b) a T2 declaration or document, as the case may be, for goods referred 
to in Article 1(3) of the aforementioned Regulation. 
Article 50 d 
1. In ee.ch Member State the transport undertaking shall, tor purposes of 
control, make available to the customs authorities through the medium 
of its national representative or representatives the records held at 
its accounting office or offices or at those of its national represen-
tative or representatives. 
2. At the request of the oustoma authorities, the transport undertaking 
or its national representative or representatives shall communicate 
to them forthwith a~ documents, accounting records or information 
relating to carriage operations already completed or still being 
undertaken of which those authorities might feel they should be in-
formed. 
3) 
-.11-
3. The trannport undertaking or it~ national representative or repre-
, ' aent~tives shall informa 
(a) the customs office of .destination of any ·Community Transit .rransf~r 
Note !sheet'l of which has been sent to it without a 
oustomo atar:1p ;_ 
(b) the cuotoms office of departure of any_ ,C_ommunhy Transit transfer \ 
Note \aheet 1 of whioh ~as not been returned to i~ and'in re-
apeot of which it has be-en unable to ascertain that the consign-
ment has either been presented in proper fashion to the cus-:ows 
' 
offi eo of de:Jtinaticn or been exported /from the Community to a 
third eourrt.ry urlller the provil:liono of Article 50 1. 
Article 50 e 
1. For the carriage of goods referred to in Articie 50 a 
' I 
and accep-
ted by the' trancport undertakine in a l·~e:nber State, the railway 
administration of that Member State shall be the principal. 
2. For the carriage of goods referred to in Article 50 a and accepted 
by the transport undertaking in a -third country, the rai~way admi-
niotration of the !v!ember State by way of whicn the goodo ente.r the 
Conuuuni ty shall be tho pr inciiHil. 
Ari:clc c;o f 
i-J1:8l'e cuotoma- formalities have to be carried out durir,g carriage by 
mN .. na other than rail to the station of departure or frorn the station 
of de~tination, only one large container may be covered by each:communit~ 
·Transit Transfer Note. \ 
1\J'~icl e 50 ~ 
The transport undertaking shall ensure that consi~ents carried under 
the Com:nunitytransit procedure are identified by labels marked "Douane/ 
Zoll/Do5ana/Customs/Told "• The 1 a bel s shal~ be affixed to the' Comriluni ty I 
Transit Transfer Note /and to the large co~tainer o~ coritainera con-
c~rne.d. 
-'12·-
Artic1e 50 h 
Where the .contract o£ ca~iage is moditied 80 that: 
- ~ c£4rrtage. operation which was to end outside· the Community ends 
I 
. within·t.he Community, 
-a·oarr.~age·operation which was to end within tho·Corru!lunity ends out-
sid-e the· Couur.urd ~:/, , . 
the trancport urulertaking shall not · ca.rry out the modifi.ed contract 
except .with the prior agreemcx{~ o£ the o£fic~ of departure~ 
~lhc1•e the c~ntract o:f carriatro ,is modified so that the carriage operation 
ends within th!l .J•lember State of departure, the ~edified contra_ct shall 
be carri<.:cl out subject to. conditions to be.determined by the customs 
. .. 
authorities of that· Ncmber State. . , 
,' 
In all ot_her caoes, the _transport ·undertaking may carry out the modified 
oontr~ct1 it. chall fo.x·thl>lith iri'for-m the offi.ca of departure· of the modi-
fico.tion·Jn:Lge. 
Articlt:' 50 i 
·1. ~here a carrta.ge cper~tion starts and· is to end within the Communit7, 
~he rc~lnm~n~ty __ lra~s~~t~~~~ns'f~t 'IQ~te·~--~ ehall be pr()duced at the of.fioe 
o .f d epa:rt ure .•. 
. . . . ; . ' 
£"2. In the case of goods ref~rrc-td to_ in. Article 1(2) of ficgula:ti.On (EEC) 
1Jo '222/11 1 the office 'of dcpa~ture shall i~di ea to on ohcets ~~u 21 
- ·3A_and 3B of the f~~~~4_ii_!~_y-_Tr-;~sif:tra~~~~-r-:_·N~t:e ___ -· that the_ o~~rls ·. 
to which it refers are oarriod under ·the exter11al Conununity. transit 
procedure. 
\ 
The &;Jymbol Tl &hall ac~or.dingly· be oleariy .shol-Jn in the box· tor cut"tcms 
use · _· ot e'heets Nos_ 2, 3Aand 3B of the lc~~~u~ft:y -Transit-fr-ansfer -· 
\Note -- r.J · - · · · · · · - -- --
- -~· ·- .... - . ·. . 
3. tlhore one· or more C?f. the. large containers carried under. -cover· of ~ 
~-~oii)rii~-~~_ty~--T-tciins'~t~!!'~n~f~_r_ :~o~e ---'(contain goods rote~_red to -in .Article 
1~~) of Re«W.atio~. (EEC) No 222/77 and where the_ other lar~o container 
or 'oont~ine;s contain only goods referred to in ~ticlc 1(3)_ of that· 
.. Reguiation, a: ref~rence ·to ·the1:ar·ge -cont·a-ine'r .. or·-cont~dnEft•s·· c·on-tainin~f · 
. ' . L_ ----- ... - ' -- . ---·-- ------·- -- ------ .... _ ... --- ~- .... ---. --
. the goods r.eferre~ -.to :Ln Article 1(2) of the said Re"'Ulation. shall 
be lliade by the ·office C)f depart~e 1~ the box for cu~tom::J use .of sheets 
Nos 2 ,·31 ·and 3B ot the lt~m_iriiin1_tf !-~~-~~~~~ ·-r~~-"-~!er.: 'N_ote __ - ' -·:opposi to the 
. . 
· symb~l 'l'l •. 
-.13 -· 
,· . 
to 'the p4rty con,cerned. / 
C5· Eilo~Membor State may provide that good~ rofct:r· .. d to in l~Uole 1(3) 
.of ReB"Ulatio~. (EEC) l~o 222/?1 ·may, under conditions which it shall 
. lay down·, be placed undor _the· intoi:"nal Community transit procedure 
witho.ut itbeing nece~G<l.ry. tp.produce to the ~ffice _of departure the 
.:. .. · _....,:, ____ "'\~----------··- ·-·;-·-·->--:;--· -· ---,- • . ,~ . • 
. \~ommul'l1~)1. T_r,~_l'l~~! .!!:.~~f-~_Note ... \relatih~ to. those goods. Product1on 
'of tho'~sai'd.Transfer-·Note may· not~however, be· waived 
. - ·-----· -----------······-:-----~-----.--.---- -· ··- . -·-·- . ------- -------- -- . - ---------- -
·in the case ~f goods in respect of whio~ the provisions of Ti:tle III 
are. to -ajlply.J· .. 
cS. The r~o.i!l~_qriity_~_fr:~~sj~ ~'t_~an~ f_~ r:_ Note .. _,J nhall be. prou uood to tho ouatorr, :' 
otfto·e - hereinafter ro,f~rred to as. ihe office of doati.nation - at 
which ~- d.eola.r~tion is made wit~ a viiew ,to the goods. ir! quea-tio~ 
. •' . "' ~ '• ' . ' ' ~ 
being e·n~ered for home use or placed ;und.er ~S9!fl.~.t:>.~·he_r _·_C_US~om_~ _proc_;~dlJ_r~S. 
·,. 
,. .., . 
Article 'lO .; 
Idcntitica..tion of goods shall be ensured in accordance with Article 18 
of Regulation (EEC) No 222/77• However, in cases ~her~, under the pro-
viniol~S of Article. so 1(5),. the \~~~_rOl_.ln{t_)' _:rr~ns}!__j~anstE!:r-j<Jot~ is 
not produced to the ~ffice of departure, the. oustoms~~~~~fng ~egard to~. 
\~-~~-_iaenfiffcatto·n-·me·asiJI"e~r·tsif(en '·by·l:he-·rifitway· ai.itnorit-i~s1 sfial c ·not normall) ~!feat- the--t~~~;-tbht;i~ne·ros~-~ ~-- ... : _·~-~If -~u~t~~ns ~ea.l a ~re· a.ffixud, the box f:-;r 
_olist~~s u~e- ~n~-;h~;-t; N~~ JA and 3B' of the [C()IIJmun~t·y Transit Transfer 
.\~of~_·_ .. I shan be~ noted .acoordin~ly·. 
Art i oio r)o le-
.1. The trt.l.noport lindert&kir.g ~hall· fol-wai-d. to the customs offi~e of· X. 
·destina.tion. -~~eei;s. Nos 1, 2 and JA of the.(Comm~nrt.·Y Transit Tran~~er .. · 
·\NOte. -·-~ ... \ 
· 2. · 'nie office of deotino.tion. shall without ·delay' return sheets Nos ·1. 
and 2 to the transport W,ldertaking after stamping them· and sh&.ll 
retain sheet No 3A. 
.:.-
• .: 0 • ; •• '"· 1 . . . ,: ·' 
•••• •,, I'! I ... V .•. 1. . .. 
!JI • • -~ ... ~ 
\ • . ~~"'" ~~: :tl. ~ .. rrint;o· oporct~oll llitarta. "!ii~in. th.• ·c,~r.~~±'t:r, CJ.nd. ia ~t;, ,~nd 
· •·ut_-~fid~ tr.'!. Coin:mu\ity, ·~ha pro,;,i .. ~io~~ o~ ~ticle. ~o ·i Cl~ .·tC) (5r_ilncl 
· 'iO · 'J ;n::.n~·. · apl)l:/. 
:· .·,. i • • ... • ••• • :. .' .: • 
-~. ''~'f.·o CUUtCIIIIf:. Ciffice ·rosponsibl~ ·tor the fr~~'t.ior statio~. thz"o~h, wb.ioh . 
~he ~ooda lo~vo the te~ritor,·~r the Comm~~ty shall a~t·as tho:offic~ 
··.• .· 
. ~ ..... :~ . 
. ..... 
.. 
, 
~l~·t..t,. ~ •: .:.o ~, 1' 
• ' : ~ 0 ·, • • • 0 
l. :~hr.re. ~· enrri~l.!• .o~ora.tl:4)n atai"t~ outside' the· Co~ty and ia to eM.. · 
• '4 .• : • • • • • ~ • • ' • \ ; • -· • . • ' • •• • • • • . • :'. ; • • • 
. ,.;i .. i•i~ ~he Com.":'l\Uli ty, the ;~u.stoms .. 9ffiCl4 roepe1~s~bl~ ·ror ~the: t~ontier ~· ·. 
,;t:.""..ion: ~h.rbu,:~~ .whic..\. th~- t~~a .~rit~~. ·the ·Co1111~~mity aha.il ~et. a.~·the .. · 
or·fic': of departure. No· 'tormal.i:Uoo need. · be ,eQ;rried O\lt at the· o:tfioe 
. . ' .· 
\ ··.• 
.·• 
2. ';.'i\~.:. cu;:;tor:.u office to which the gooda are pr.ea..-ted" oh:lll.'act' as th'e 
• ~ . . • . , I •' • ' ' ,. " • ' 
,·.; ;'ico of' c!<:t;t ination. · · 
':h<: r.:.;::-~~litico provided. fQr. in ~tiole 50 k- sl:.all'be ~riecl .. ·o~t at· " .. ( 
• • ••• ·•' • • ... <'!. •••• •• ', ••• ••• • • .. ,· •• • ••• 
'thr: o!tic.o· of 'do.~tinati·o~. ; 
~·•!"'"":i-r'(! r,O··n. 
-·-io .......... ~.-..-;.;; 
·,. . 1 
ol..o ;n~cr~ a '~rriar,~ Oj)cration . at~ a ana 18 t~ . ·~·. outside the .. C()~i ty' . 
!oh·= .c.~ct(~Qia otfiD!l.a ·whicl( ~~$·.to~ ~t ~· th• .ot~oe: or .. ct~pir'i~e ~ th• 
v!·f;~\; ·of 4ccUMtion shall 'Qe those ~ererr~. to ia Arti~le 5Q ,n· (1) 
::.nr~ 'Article '50 ·1 (2) z•espoctivel;y. · ·. 
• 0 • • 0 • 0 • ... • • ' .. ,.. •. • • • 0 
2. · ::v. !'o.~li tica noOCi be OZ).ITJ.Gcl out at.::~•: oftioea ot· depariure o:r·; ... 
. . . · .... 
ot dac~in:l.tion. · . ·. 
. .. · . ,. 
.. 
..;..·15-. 
!'J.o', 
·~t· /AJ1fC)e '§0- g.··. ,:::· : · . ·· :.: . ·' l• . . . . . ~?:;,.·hod·: ~:~~i~~~~orcU:nr.~io:·~ll•··~~;emci:,,.·:.~ot~ned ·to in: .. ·Ar~tc!e .;o m (1)' . 
~~i~~~~~~;~-~t::~l~~~~~-~:···· ··.:·.~~~-:.~·.·~~~;~~;;~~~-;~,~~):·J~~!~~!. 
w~:.::,:~~f~,;}~n-.i~:'·~r~;c.~~~r:~·:'~;o~~' ···:mo,,~~~~:; :~~·r.~:i.!i~to ·n;;.:,. c;l" .. ~tl. ~nta~.-.:.1. 1 
t·~·:;··~rt,?f::j:i;ai:i:t~"'ra'ru~t.;. ~ocw:aont· ~L.tblit :has·)). t~n ~o~:.,:etoJ. in order ;o ~u~a~ -
-~·, tl~~:'~~~t~~t::':'"Ji~t c ~;; ~. oiic~~~«{ .-~~ •. ~"cid.!Cod~ ~'c.: .. · ' · · · .. e.:c:• :;_ 
tG·. ,._ ··;x.~:-n~~~~~·~1lii:~~:r· ·~ttig• · ·· · · 
.. ,; ~ ... ~ .. , • •. • i -i-: h • ' 
":( 
., 
. c~qrucir 51 . .·•.' .;.. -
:~ •. :i!';l-c-; r:illw:\y a'la"t.ho:l'it·i·ea c;Mll, ~tor' :th'' pul"!)9SO of ~6r,tpili~t: tr•lnsit 
·.:: .. -.~~~~1tt·nti.~o·',. ·::ur.-ply. tho dcp~l"tmen~· J'&SjlOn$i~le for the "xtor·:i·'l.l 't.r.::.<lo 
. . . . . . ,· . . . . . ·: . . . . . . .· . . . \ ~: .. · . ·• ' ~ . ' . ~ . . ~ 
·. r.t:i:ti&ticu in the ~l.~.m'Ocr·. "51.~ to,: Qt 4cp;.~rture \ii'th .the· r.c.cc:.ce.t":,r in·to:-
• • • .., • • • .. • : • .. • • • • ' ~ • •• • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• ; " • • • h • • •••• 
. l:\f11..ioh z-cr:~r~'int; ~c.h -Com::unity _"t.r~.ns.i. 't :~:P'or.::.tion. in· %'Ctlj)CCt or ~hi eh, - . I 
·y . · \iw:t.::h~vo o.ct·c~:as'p.:rin·ci-po.lc by ·vil•tuo pf Articl~d 39· i.r.cl 50 ·_o; .. 
·.~···until' ~ttch .. ti~·· -~a " Co:n.jnini"t.y proced~;r():·ht.~.a. boo~ intr;idtlo~·d for t.hc, 
:. .rt~r~o~o-i ~~ ~ppl:Jlnr. P.:'rnr.r~~h l·-nnd:·1rims~issi6ns ·of 'the H~formati.o~.: ~~_' 
. •. •' -:.he n.f:p:01"1.:t~nt~ :i"elipon~i'ble· :tor. ~xte'rn~l tr~dc "G't<l~ioti~CJ. in 'tho :.:cz:ber 
.. • •• ; ;·. • • • # • • # • ~ • • • : • • ~ ' ~ _. 
:l'i.:•-..~:l., (;t)lor "th.o.~: tl\o 'l~'r.1bor St1>.te o;~ dc~:.~.rt.ure, ~fhocc tr.:rr'i to:-:r i4 · 
· · ·, :::. ~1';iit~·,.d. ~~iilg c.~·· ·c~~W'lit~. tr:Lnci t ·. t.'pqtation, · _e:'.l.c_h.·l~~;.aer Sto.to ~hall 
(i~"tc!'i:lin~ ~~·· m6thod \-thereby tho M'ti(:~~l r~ilW·'\.~r .lut.toriiicti a...-e :.'t.o : ,.·.·c 
·-
. . . ., . . ...... . 
;~upralv '1.h~ .~irceocar:r i~t~Jrm~'ion ~o "·o re~o~c-ibie' ~:11.iona:i. dull:..~t:-:C:.ni. •. 
. , .. f.' )~ :~ri . th.o .C:\is.:. of. cri.r:r:i:lf.'O opor;ttioiuJ .~f:_~ect~d~_b;y Z::.~~ns: of 1"-rto· POlot:.ir..ors: 
· L- ~·:\d ~t:terrc4 to· :i:n ··k·uclc~ .5o la to 50. o, ,;ach··:.:!!:.:.bcr. State. tr.~:t .-cti~·. . . .. 
. :::;: .-~\i:~i.c··tllat.tho:intt>'.r:n~;t.ion:.~c·bo pro\·id~d .. 'oy vi,rt"o o:t· pnr .. ~·~~r~lphn l . 
. ;; ·. : . .... - _,:·. ·." .. . '· .• . ·.: -·· .. . . . ,_., .; . ..• . . . .. _, .... : . . . . . . / . . .. 
•l~icf ~· o.ollt~ll. rela-te;. ·.alucr :to ·C<+rri~t;~ b~· ·rocd, \:i -thi:n the suid lO:c:r.ber. 
~ ~ O~.t\l,: to tho: otati'on ~f dcpart~e or. fro~ :.th.o u~·~~i,on of d.<:r.tir.~t!onJ 
'~'* ~h!"or:lO~ion -~h0u:t'd·1noludo :menti,:z:.-of o.n.r trar.uhipm(::l\ c~rri.cd 
i \'?:~; ' . • ! ' .. ~ . . , ,:,. • : . . , ' • · I 
~~.:- :+1ut .in con~o~~cnl._with s"ch .ct:.:_-riaco <.;>e'tatior~s., 
·:.:.·. . .· ..... . 
-16-
... 
· .. 
. ..... ·fh~ J'Ail~.·~utho~itie~ ~-not, ··f~r. ~h'! .P~De of' a.pplyi~g pra.ra.-
.• I . . I • • • • • • • 
' · ·gra~ ~. ·. _2 · ~ 3, require the _cot ·.Ji~r .$o. supply an..v· .f~lte~ in~ : 
. ·~ ~oi~~19.~.· ~.ri ~d.t. tion t~ th~ · .inforinta.oh. •ll<>;"~D ot1 · th~ · I~t~r~~aticnal· 
• ~ ~ • • : • - ·'· •. _. ' -~ :- • - - -~ -_,_ : ••• •• • ... 0 • ~ 
Con~igmnenj ;~~!•.' "the I~t·~~t~~~ ~~·eas, P~oelB co'ns~gn.-r.ent .. . 
-~ · .. :n?t~ .· .~r.~-.'the'&;;ri.P.ur'litY:=.ir~:rliif' .. ir~n.~t,r·_ ~~~.e.: .tucep-t. ·.for. ~li~ na:ae~> · ·! 
: ... ' ... Q.f'~h~ -~o)in~ri.e:. ot oonsig.nt~~en~ ~~- .. 0~ d~otir~t-ion·:~f. .th~ ·~oda .'; .· 
.-:.·o~i~;J~· ·_;- ·. ,·.". < .. · .... - .· .. ~·:·· ·' .,. 
~.,........,.;.,.~;'":''".:.. ~-~ ..... :;.~ .. ; ... _i., ·i'·':-~·-...fr..~i';,;,_.,•~L./J.•~·. :~.r/."•'~t..-o'' ~- ''":"'>:> ": ,:~ ... ·,~; • •'~ 4' ':-:- : •.• .;. _:..,;o ,:.;;• .... , 
, . 
*'Al·'boh• '3 _ -~-· ·· · 
• ;:'~: • • ' , I J ' 
1 
0 , ; ', 0 0 
.... o , ' 
0 
•' , , ' ', 
1• · (.l'he prpvi~io~~. ot· 4rtiole.s·. 30 .t<> 5Q shall no"t preclude. -the 't:_se of 1;lle 
# ••• • • •• • • • ••• '· • 
. prooeclurEf provicled fo~ in'· 'fteC\Ji~ttott.(llSfJ) llo 2.22/7•7•'J.n Whicb CQ~>O : . 
· l~ticle~.·3~·. aiid :"40. $~lt ·.n~v~rtheless :apply~ .. . ' . · . : . . 
· >2;: ,·li{ ~~J.i~~oo.'· c)lofJt: llQ. ~ 9£ ·ti1~ .lnt~r~·tt~Ml Cons~~.ef.t -~Uot~ or o£ . 
· · : tlio Intt~r~ ..... uo~"\l·l~prc~S; P~:r-·9al.ii;ci~~ic-mnoilt. Note ~hail be :;;roduc~ 
l' ·: • ... . . : : ·• . .. .: • .. ~ . • • • •.••. ~ • . . ·. • • . . . . • • • : ... ., 
at ~nit of ·t!~o :-c.u~ltotr,a ~ ,o'tri·~ea:~ f'C,r ·th~ difforen"t etationa itlvol ved. in 
·tlfoe cc~ir.mttnitl'. transi't _ope~~tion~· .. 
·Tn~~- o~riom_s. '~trice ahali -etamp .th~ · do.cumex_1t~ p~scnt.ed · af·tl3r _aaoer-- · 
:taining.'_th~t,.~riag~ cif-'th~·· ~de ts eover~::·by .one o~ more' c<;r~iti 
· ...... :. :· · .... , . . . . . . . '· . . . : -::.- . . . ·, ~ ·.; 
.. •. transit dooumen'tt'h · · · ; 
3.'! T~o · pi·oo~d~~ · .laid down· in _Regulation. (l::.E:c) · ·l:o. -2-22/77. may nQt. b~· 
. lillcd: when ~li~ p~~visio~e. ~t .:Arlioles.' 50·: a ~~-~SO ·o ···are -ap~i'i~. ·. ·'· 
: . .. . . . . . ~ . . . . 
· 4·,.· Where--~ ·tommlw.ty ctranait apera.tion iS' e~:r~cteu. \inde~ .. oove:r Q~ a 
·. ',{_Community .T.ra(is.i(T~~D~f~~~~~~ .. ~Ji.h. -iLcc6rds~iwe: wtt~ · ~h" p~oV.:ls:i~haf: . 
. of_ A:Mi~i~·- :50 :a· ·~o .,;c{O., -~~~ i~~~~na.:ti~mal c·onslgn.11ent lvote ue~ · · 
."'· : ...... ·_.. . . '":. . . · ... · .... _.· _· . - - ·. · ... · - . ·,. . , 
for :t~e· ~pe~ion. ~ball. :be exol'ude~r. ·from t-ho scoP.e of, kr-ti:Q+e• 3o ; 
· ·: .. :-:::to 5o;·· 5.1'~~·.,2,·&!14 s3<1) &Dd <~>·. ! · ·. · · t..-. · • · • · · 
'· :~· -:. ·!he' :~-~~~-~ti~~r·.·~nsi~~nt.~.·~~t• shall :··01Jar • -ol~- ·re~erenoe in · 
·' · . · ~-.-~:· .io the t~Oiftm,Unft~-~tf.~!'t!'H: t~_a'ns~!.~ NO~-~.· .-~-~~i-~ -~er~~noe ·.ust 
• ..... #• •·· 'lo ._·'• • • ·' ." • ,·, • .•.· ., •• .' ... '• ,···c . -'. • • 
. · · qompri,se. t~e words ~fer· Note~· tollc*e«·. by the· ·aerial number." 
,: • • •. ·. 'I ; . . . • ,•·,. .. • · I • .... .. . . , . . ~ , ~ .• 
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k. Article 58(1) is replaced by the tcllowingl 
"1. The authorization shall stipulate that the box to be used for the 
registration of declaration on the front of the Community transit 
declaration form shalla 
{a) be stamped in advance with the stamp of the office of departure 
and be signed by an official of that officeJ or 
(b) be stamped by the approved consignor with a special metal stamp 
approved by the customs authorities and conforming to the specimen 
shown in Annex XV. The imprint of the stamp may be pre-printed 
on the forms where the printing is entrusted to a printing wor.t(S 
approved for that purpose. 
The authorized consignor shall complete that box by indicating the 
date of consignment of the goods and must give the declaration a 
number in accordance with the rules to that effect in the authori-
zation." 
l •. Article 68 ia replaced by the following• 
"Article 68 
~1. When production of the Community transit declaration at the office of 
departure is not required in respect of goods referred to in Article 
1(2) of Regulation (EBC) No 222/77, which are to be dispatched under 
cover of an Internation<'l Consignment Note, an International Express 
Parcels Consignment Note, or a Community Transit Transfer Note in 
accordance with the provisions of Articles 36 to 53, the customs 
authorities shall take the necessary measures to ensure that sheets 
Nos 1, 2 and 3 of the International Consignment Note, sh~ets Nos 2, 
3 and 4 of the International l!lxpress Parcels Conoif,"l'l ,(· ,t Note or sher:;ts 
Nos 2, 3A and 3B of the (Community Transit Transfer Note bear the 
symbol "Tl"J 
- 18-
2. When goods carried under the provisions ot Articles 36 to 53 are in-
tended for an authorized consignee, the customs authorities may pro-
vide that, by way of derogation from Articles 62(2) and 65(l)(b), 
sheets Nos 2 and 3 of the Internatio1ml Consignment Note, sheets Nos 
2 and 4 of the International Express Parcels Consignment Note or ~heets 
Nos 1, 2 and 3A of the Community Transit Transfer Note \are to b~ 
delivered direct.by the railw~ authorities or by the transport under-
taking to the office of destination." 
m. The following Section shall be inserted in Title IVa 
"Section III 
Simplification of formalities applicable to certain goods 
Provisions rfllating to motorized road vehicles 
L Article 68 a 
Without prejudice to the provisions applicable to the temporary impor-
tation of road vehicles, the provisions of the Treaty establishing the 
~Uropean Economic Community regarding the free circulation of goods 
shall apply to all motorized road vehicles registered in a Member State 
of the Community• 
(a) provided that they are accompanied by their registration plates and 
documents and that the rcc-iotration particuln.ro ohm-m on the re-
gistration documents and plates cle~rly establish the Community 
nature of\the goods. 
(b) in other oases, if an internal Community transit document is pro-
ducedJ 
I 
I 
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£Article 68 b 
The formalities of the Community transit procedure shall not be comp'!llsory 
for the dispatch of a motorized road vehicle registered in a Member State 
of the Community which is returned to this l·iember State by means other 
than its own power provided that it satisfies the conditions laid down in 
Article 68 a (a)~ 
Provisions relating to certain packings 
£:Article 68 c 
1. The formalities of the Community transit procedure shall not be compul-
sory for the dispatch of the packinga de-fined, in paragraph 3 below which 
can be identified as l>elonging to a person established in a Member 
State and which are being returned empty after use from another l·iember 
State, provided that ·they are declared as Commmli t,y p-oodn and that th£>re 
is nn doubt· as to the accuracy of that declaration. 
2. The provisions of the Treaty eotablishing the ~Urope~ Bconomic Community 
relating \to the free movement of goods shall apply to packir~ 
~hich, pursuant to paragraph 1, are c~rried without the formalities of 
the Community trans1\t procedure. 
3. The simplification re·ferred to in parar,raph 1 shall be granted for 
receptacles, packing~;, pallets and other similar equipment used for 
the carriage of goodu consip:nE>d within the Community, e:xcluf.i:r..g tht:>se 
containers which are defined in Article l(b) of tho Geneva Custo~i 
Convention on Containers of lG ~.ray 1956J" 
n. Article 77(2) is replaced by the followingl 
"2. Not later than on consignment of the goods, the authorized consignor 
shall complete ~he form T2L and sign it. In addition, he shall enter 
in the space reserved for the customs certificate the name of the 
responsible custome office, the date of co1::pletion of the document, 
-
such particulars of export documentation as are required by the Member 
State of f'xportatic,n and the words "simplified procedure"." 
- 20 -
o) Annex XIII shall be replaced by the Annex to this Decision. 
Article 3 
This Decision shall enter into force on 1 July 1981. 
Done at Brussels, 18 September 1980 
For the Joint Committee 
The Chairman 
CH: P .. Affol ter 
A: F .. Klein 
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Annex 
ANNEX XIII 
LIST OF OOODS WHICH WHEN TRANSPORTED GIVE RISE TO AN INCREASE IN 
THE FLAT-RATE GUAR~E 
(Article 24( 3)) 
1 2 
CCT heading No Description 
02.01 A II ) 
02.06 C Ia) ) meat of bovine animals 
16.02 B III b) laa) ) 
04.03 
04.04 
09.01 A I 
09.01 A II 
ex 21~02 A 
09.02 
ex 21.02 B 
21.07 G V to IX 
22.05 A 
22.06 
22.08 B 
22.09 A 
ex 22.09 
24.02 A 
ex 24.02 B 
ex 24.02 B, 
24.02 
ex 27.10 
ex 33.06 A II 
Milk and oream, preserved, 
concentrated or sweetened 
Butter 
Cheese aDd curd 
Coffee unroasted 
Coffee roasted 
Coffee extracts and essences 
Tea 
Tea extracts and essences 
other food preparations, not 
elsewhere specified 9r in-
cluded, containing 18~ or more 
of milk fats 
:.Jparkling wine 
Vermouth and similar wines 
~ Ethyl alcohol, undenatured. 
Alcoholic beverages 
Cigarettes 
Cigarillos 
Cigars 
Smoking tobacco 
Petrol, gas-oil 
Perfumes and toilet water 
3 
Quantity corre-
spondi n.:~ to the 
sta.nd.:lJ:'d Hf~IOtL"'lt 
of 7 000 :C.1J.t. 
5 000 kg 
5 000 kg 
3 000 kg 
5 000 kg 
~- 000 k~ 
3 500 kg 
1 .fOO kg 
3 s:;oc kg 
1 200 kg 
5 coo kg 
20 hl 
20 hl 
10 hl 
20 hl 
125 000 pieces 
125 000 :')ieces 
50 000 pieMs 
1 coo kg 
400 hl 
10 hl 
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DECISION No 3/80 OF THE EEC-SWITZERLAND JOINT COMMITTEE 
- Community transit -
OF 24 NOVEMBER 1980 
amending the Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Swiss Confederation on the application 
of the rules on·Community transit 
following the accession of the Hellenic Republic 
to the European Communities 
THE JDINT COMMITTEE, 
Having regard to the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Swiss Confederation on the application of 
the rules on Community transit, and in particular Article 16(3)(c) 
thereof, 
... I ... 
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Whereas, following the accession of the Hellenic Republic to the 
Community it is desirable, as long as customs duties and other 
charges have not been eliminated in intra-Community trade, to be 
able to distinguish goods according to whether they have 
acquired Community status in the Community as constituted before 
the accession 6f Greece or in Greece; 
Whereas, on these grounds, it has proved necessary to introduce 
internal Community transit documents, comparable with those 
alrea~y in use but distinguished therefrom by the references 
T2GR and T2LGR, as well as to make other provisions for the 
application of the rules on Community transit; 
Whereas consequently it is necessary to adapt the Agreement, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The Additional Protocol GR in the Annex to this Decision 
shall be added to the Agreement concluded between the European 
Economic Community and the Swiss Confederation on the application 
of the rules on Community transit. 
The Protocol shall form an integral part of the Agreement. 
10300/80 sls 
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Article 2 
The Decision shall enter into force on 1 January 1981. 
However, the provisions of Article 6 of the Additional 
Protocol referred to in Article 1 regarding the Community Transit 
Transfer Note shall enter into force on 1 July 1981. 
~'J3G0/80 
Done at Brussels, 24 November 1980 
For the Joint Committee 
The Chairman 
P. Affolter 
sls E 
ANNEX · 
Additional Protocol GR 
on special procedures implementing 
the Agreement made necessary by the accession of 
the Hellenic Republic to the Community 
ARTICLE 1 
In this Protocol the "Community as constituted before the 
accession of Greece", hereinafter called "Community of Nine", shall 
mean the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom of Denmark, the Federal 
Republic of Germany, the French Republic, Ireland, the Italian 
Republic, the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland. 
ARTICLE 2 
Save as provided in Articles 3 and 6 of this Protocol, the 
provisions of the Agreement expressly referring to transit forms, 
declarations and documents T2 or T2L shall apply equally to 
transit forms, declarations and documents T2GR or T2LGR. 
10300/80 sls E 
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ARTICLE 3 
The issue by a Swiss office of departure of a transit 
document T2GR or T2LGR shall be subject to the presentation at 
that office of a transit document T2GR or T2LGR drawn up in a 
Member State. 
ARTICLE 4 
1. A T2GR declaration is a declaration made: 
- on a form corresponding, except as regards spaces reserved 
for national use and the dimensions of boxes wholly or partly 
delineated by dotted lines, to the specimen shown in Annex I 
or Annex III to the Regulation on provisions for the 
implementation of the Community transit procedure and for 
certain simplifications of that procedure (Appendix II to 
the Agreement), accompanied where appropriate by one or more 
forms corresponding to the specimens shown in Annex II or 
Annex IV to the said Regulation, or 
- on a form corresponding to the specimen shown in Annex I 
to the Regulation introducing a Community transit declaration 
form for use in an automatic or electronic data-processing 
system (Appendix II A to the Agreement). 
10300/80 sls 
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2. The principal shall indicate whether the Community transit 
declaration is made on a form T2GR, accompanied, where 
appropriate, by one or more continuation sheets, T2GR bis, by 
inserting in printed characters or in typescript, in·the 
space following the T symbol on these forms, the symbols 
"2 - TWO GR". 
ARTICLE 5 
1. The form on which the internal Community transit document 
T2LGR is drawn up must conform to the specimen annexed hereto. 
However, Member States may allow the use of forms corresponding 
to the specimen shown in Annex XI to the Regulation on provisions 
for the implementation of the Community transit procedure and 
for certain simplifications of that procedure (Appendix II to 
the Agreement) the symbol T2L of which has been completed at 
the time of the preparation of the document by the addition 
of' the letters GR either in typescript or legibly and indelibly 
handwritten. 
2. The provisions of Article 2(2), (5)(a), (6) first two 
subparagraphs, (9) and (10) and Title V of the Regulation 
referred to above (Appendix II to the Agreement) shall apply 
to the document T2LGR. 
10300/80 
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ARTICLE 6 
1. For the purpose of implementing the provisions of 
Title IV, Section I of the Regulation referred to above 
(Appendix II to the Agreement): 
(a) - the International Consignment Note or the International 
Express Parcels Consignment Note drawn up in respect 
of goods accepted for transport by one of the railway 
authorities of the Community of Nine, or 
- the Community Transit Transfer Note drawn up for goods 
accepted for transport by one of the national 
representatives of the transport undertaking in the 
Community of Nine 
shall have equivalent effect to a declaration or 
document T2 provided it does not bear the symbol T1 
-or T2GR; 
(b) - the International Consignment Note or the International 
Express Parcels Consignment Note drawn up in respect of 
goods accepted for transport by the Greek railway 
authorities, or 
- the Community Transit Transfer Note drawn up for 
goods accepted for transport by the Greek national 
representative of the transport undertaking 
shall have equivalent effect to a declaration or 
document T2GR provided it does not bear the symbol T1 
or T2, the symbol T2 being authenticated by the stamp 
of the office of departure. 
. .. I ... 
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2. For the implementation of Article 8(2) of the Agreement 
the document must be stamped T2GR when the goods concerned 
arrived in Switzerland under cover of: 
- a document T2GR, 
- an International Consignment Note, an International Express 
Parcels Consignment Note or a Community Transit Transfer 
Note equivalent to document T2GR, or 
- a document T2LGR. 
10300/80 
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T2L GR Nr. A 000000 
3 Person concerned 
41 Marl<s, numbers, number and kind of packages; description of goods 
41 Marl<s, numbers, number and kind of packages; description of goods 
CUSTOMS CERTlFICAT:E 
CertHiecl declaration llltlsf1lctory 
Export document: 
type 
date 
Customs office (and country): 
Remarl<s: 
No 
At ....................................... , .................... ,on 
(Place of ~nalu!e) 
(Signature) 
(Date) 
(Stamp) 
Annex 
28 Previous Customs procedure : 
---------------~ 
: 42 Statrstical number(') 
I 
143 Gross we~ht I 
: 49 Net weight (') 
I 
I 
I 
I 
: 42 Statistical number{') 
L 
143 Gross weight I 
: 49 Net weight (') 
_1 
: 59 Procedure and document used 
I 
I 
I 
_l 
60 DECLARATION BY THE PERSON CONCERNEb 
1he person concerned, represented by .......................•.............. 
declares that the goods described above are Community goods. 
At ......................................................... ,on ................................... . 
(Place of s~nature) (Date) 
(Signature) 
REQUEST FOR VERIFICATION 
Verification of the authenticity of this document and the accuracy of the 
Information contained therein is requested. 
At ............................................................... ,on ..................•......................... 
(Piaceofsignalure) (Date) 
(Signature) (Stamp) 
RESULT OF VERIFICATION 
Verification carried out shows that this document 
1. was issued by the Customs office indicated and that lhe information con-
tained therein is accurate. (') 
2. does not meet the requirements as to authenbcity and regularity (see re-
marks below). (') 
At ............................................................... ,on .......................................... . 
(Place of signature) (Date) 
(Signature) (Stamp) 
(') Delate as .--sary. 
REMARKS 
EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
THE COUNCIL 
Brussels, 16 October 1980 
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DECISION No 3/80 OF THE EEC-AUSTRIA JOINT COMMITTEE 
- Community transit -
OF 24 NOVEMBER 1980 
amending the Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Republic of Austria on the application 
of the rules on Community transit 
following the accession of the Hellenic Republic 
to the European Communities 
THE JOINT COMMITTEE, 
Having regard to the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Republic of Austria on the application of· 
the rules on Community transit, and in particular Article 16(3)(c) 
thereof, 
... I . .. 
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Whereas, following the accession of the Hellenic Republic to the 
Community it is desirable, as long as customs duties and other 
charges have not been .eliminated in intra-Community trade, to be 
able to distinguish goods according to whether they have 
acquired Community status in the Community as constituted before 
the accession of Greece or in Greece; 
Whereas, on these grounds, it has proved necessary to introduce 
internal Community transit documents, comparable with those 
already in use but distinguished therefrom by the references 
T2GR and T2LGR, as well as to make other provisions for the 
application of the rules on Community transit; 
Whereas conseq~ently it is necessary to adapt the Agreement, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The Additional Protocol GR in the Annex to this Decision 
shall be added to the Agreement concluded between the European 
Economic Community and the Republic of Austria on the application 
of the rules on Community transit. 
The Protocol shall form an integral part of the Agreement . 
. . . I ... 
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Article 2 
The Decision shall enter into force on 1 January 1981. 
However, the provisions of Article 6 of the Additional 
Protocol referred to in Article 1 regarding the Community Transit 
Transfer Note shall enter into force on 1 July 1981. 
10299/80 
Done at Brussels, 24 November 1980 
Fo~ the Joint Committee 
The Chairman 
F. Klein 
mb E 
ANNEX 
Additional Protocol GR 
on special procedures implementing 
the Agreement made necessary by the accession of 
the Hellenic Republic to the Community 
ARTICLE 1 
In this Protocol the "Community as constituted before the 
accession of Greece", hereinafter called "Community of Nine", shall 
mean the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom of Denmark, the Federal 
Republic of Germany, the French Republic, Ireland, the Italian 
Republic, the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland. 
ARTICLE 2 
Save as provided in Articles·3 and 6 of this Protocol, the 
provisions of the Agreement expressly referring to transit forms, 
declarations and documents T2 or T2L shall apply equally to 
transit forms, declarations and documents T2GR or T2LGR. 
10299/80 mb E 
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ARTICLE 3 
The issue by an Austrian office of departure of a transit 
document T2GR or T2LGR shall be subject to the presentation at 
that office of a transit document T2GR or T2LGR drawn up in a 
Member State.· 
ARTICLE 4 
1. A T2GR declaration is a declaration made: 
- on a form corresponding, except as regards spaces reserved 
for national use and the dimensions of boxes wholly or partly 
delineated by dotted lines, to the specimen shown in Annex I 
or Annex III to the Regulation on provisions for the 
·implementation of the Community transit procedure and for 
certain simplifications of that procedure (Appendix II to 
'the Agreement), accompanied where appropriate by one or more 
forms corresponding tc the specimens shown in Annex II or 
Annex IV to the said Regulation, or 
- on a form corresponding to the specimen shown in Annex I 
to the Regulation introducing a Community transit declaration 
form for use in an automatic or electronic data-processing 
system (Appendix II A to the Agreement).' 
. . . I . . . 
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2. The principal shall indicate whether the Community transit 
declaration is made on a form T2GR, accompanied, where 
appropriate, by one or more continuation sheets, T2GR bis, by 
inserting in printed characters or in typescript, in the 
space following the T symbol on these forms, the symbols 
"2 -TWO GR". 
ARTICLE 5 
1. The form on which the internal Community transit document 
T2LGR is drawn up must conform to the specimen annexed hereto. 
However, Member States may allow the use of forms corresponding 
to the specimen shown in Annex XI to the Regulation on prov~sions 
for the implementation of the Community .transit procedure and 
for certain simplifications of that procedure (Appendix II to 
the Agreement) the symbol T2L of which has been completed at 
the time of the preparation of the document by the addition 
of the letters GR either in typescript or legibly and indelibly 
handwritten. 
2. The provisions of Article 2(2), (5)(a), (6) first two 
subparagraphs, (9) and (10) and Title V of the Regulation· 
referred to above (Appendix II to the Agreement) shall ap~ly 
to the document T~LGR. 
. .. / ... 
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ARTICLE 6 
1. For the purpose of implementing the provisions of 
Title IV, Section I of the Regulation referred to above 
(Appendix II to the Agreement): 
(a) - the International Consignment Note or the International 
Express Parcels Consignment Note drawn up in respect 
of goods accepted for transport by one of the railway 
authorities of the Community of Nine, or 
- the Community Transit Transfer Note drawn up for goods 
accepted for transport by one of the national 
representatives of the transport undertaking in the 
Community of Nine 
shall have equivalent effect to a declaration or 
document T2 provided it does not bear the symbol Tl 
or T2GR; 
(b) - the International Consignment Note or the International 
_ Express Parcels Consignment Note drawn up in respect of 
goods accepted for transport by the Greek railway 
authorities, or 
- the Community Transit Transfer Note drawn up for 
goods accepted for transport by the Greek national 
representative of the transport undertaking 
shall have equivalent effect to a declaration or 
document T2GR provided it does not bear the symbol T1 
or T2, the symbol T2 being authenticated by the stamp 
of the office of departure. 
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2. For the implementation of Article 8(2) of the Agreement 
the document mus~ be stamped T2GR when the goods concerned 
arrived in Austria under cover of: 
- a document T2GR, 
- an International Consignment Note, an International Express 
Parcels Consignment Note or a Community Transit Transfer 
Note equivalent to document T2GR, or 
- a document T2LGR. 
10299/80 
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T2L GR Nr. A 000000 
3 Person concerned 
41 Marl<s, numbers, number and kind of packages; description of goods 
41 Marl<s, numbers, number and kind of packages; description of goods 
CUSTOMS CERnFtCATE 
Certified declaration satisfactory 
Export document: 
type 
date 
Customs office (and oountry): 
Remarl<s: 
No 
At ............................................................ ,on 
(PI- of signature) 
(Signature) 
(Date) 
(Stamp) 
Annex 
28 Previous Customs procedure : 
r--------------~ 
: 42 Statistical number(') 
I 
143 Gross weight I 
: 49 Net weight(') 
l 
I 
I 
I 
: 42 Statistical number(') 
I 
143 Gross weight I 
: 49 Net weight(') 
I 
: 59 Procedure and document used 
I 
80 DECLARATION BY THE PERSON CONCERNED 
The person concerned, represented by .........•.................••......... 
declares that the goods described above are Community goods. 
At ......................................................... ,on ....•...................•........••. 
(Place of signature) (Date) 
(Signature) 
I 
REQUEST FOR VERIFICATION 
Verification of the authenticity of this document and the accuracy of the 
information contained therein Is requested. 
At ....................•...............................•.......... , on ........................................... . 
(Place of sognature) (Date) 
(Signature) (Stamp) 
RESULT OF VERIFICATION 
Verification carried out shows that this document 
1. was lsaued by the Customs office indicated and that the Information con-
tained therein is accurate. (') 
2. does not meet the requirements as to authenticity and regularity (see re-
marks below). (') 
At .....•...•..•.............................•.................... ,on ..................•......................... 
(Place of signature) (Date) 
(Signature) (Stamp) 
{') Delete as necessary. 
REMARKS 

